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We present time-of-flight inelastic neutron scattering measurements of La1.965Ba0.035CuO4

(LBCO), a lightly doped member of the high temperature superconducting La-based cuprate fam-
ily. By using time-of-flight neutron instrumentation coupled with single crystal sample rotation we
obtain a four-dimensional data set (three Q and one energy) that is both comprehensive and spans a
large region of reciprocal space. Our measurements identify rich structure in the energy dependence
of the highly dispersive spin excitations, which are centered at equivalent ( 1

2
, 1
2
, L) wave-vectors.

These structures correlate strongly with several crossings of the spin excitations with the lightly
dispersive phonons found in this system. These effects are significant and account for on the order
of 25% of the total inelastic scattering for energies between ≈ 5 meV and 40meV at low |Q|. Inter-
estingly, this scattering also presents little or no L-dependence. As the phonons and dispersive spin
excitations centred at equivalent ( 1

2
, 1
2
, L) wave-vectors are common to all members of La-based 214

copper oxides, we conclude such strong quasi-two dimensional scattering enhancements are likely to
occur in all such 214 families of materials, including those concentrations corresponding to super-
conducting ground states. Such a phenomenon appears to be a fundamental characteristic of these
materials and is potentially related to superconducting pairing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanism underlying high temperature super-
conductivity (HTS) has been intensely debated since the
discovery of the first HTS, La2−xBaxCuO4 (LBCO)1.
Much of this research has focused on the correlation be-
tween magnetic structures and fluctuations in these sys-
tems with their superconducting ground states2–5. In
the cuprates, this correlation is manifest as the evolu-
tion of an insulating, three dimensional, commensurate
antiferromagnet to a superconducting, two dimensional
(2D), incommensurate antiferromagnet with doping6–12.
This phenomenon is rich, supporting viewpoints span-
ning those which focus on the competition between the
two ground states, to those focused on their proximity
and contiguous nature13–15.

At doping levels for which commensurate antiferro-
magnetism is lost, the predominant magnetic excita-
tions in La-based cuprates have a characteristic ex-
tended hour-glass dispersion, which is centered at equiv-
alent ( 1

2 ,
1
2 ) positions within the pseudo-tetragonal basal

plane16. The dispersion approaches the commensurate
position at an energy scale that is known to be de-
pendent on the concentration of holes introduced into
the copper oxide planes17, before dispersing out towards
the Brillouin zone boundary at ≈200-300meV18–21. No-
tably, these excitations display little < L > depen-
dence, indicative of two dimensional (2D) dynamic

spin correlations within a three dimesional (3D) crystal
structure7,22.

In the last few years, a number of studies have
turned to investigate the structure in the energy de-
pendence along these dispersive modes. Such stud-
ies have appeared for La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO)23–26,
LBCO27, as well as both Ni and Zn doped LSCO28,29,
Y Ba2Cu3O6+δ

30, and HgBa2CuO4
31. In particular,

some neutron scattering studies24–26 on superconduct-
ing LSCO have reported striking correlations between
superconductivity and a peak in the dynamic susceptibil-
ity near 20meV25,26. However, all of these studies focus
exclusively on scattering at the smallest Q = ( 1

2 ,
1
2 , L)

2D magnetic zone centres (2DMZCs), and do not inform
on the comprehensive scattering at larger Q, which is
determined by both spin and lattice degrees of freedom,
as well as any interaction between these.

Here, we report inelastic neutron scattering measure-
ments on LBCO with x = 0.035. This sample is neither
superconducting nor a 3D commensurate antiferromag-
net. It displays frozen 2D incommensurate magnetic or-
der at low temperatures, similar to LSCO of the same
doping6,7. As we will report, we find that this sample
exhibits large enhancements of its highly dispersive mag-
netic inelastic scattered intensity at energies that corre-
spond to crossings of the spin excitations with lightly
dispersive phonons. In particular, the strongest such
enhancements occur at the lowest of such spin-phonon
crossings, which are near 15 meV and 19 meV in LBCO.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single crystals were grown by the floating zone method
and aligned with the HHL plane horizontal32,33. The
sample was mounted in a closed cycle refrigerator, whose
temperarture was controlled between 300 K and a base
temperature of 7 K. Over this temperature range, the
crystal structure for LBCO is orthorhombic with space
group Bmab34,35. However, since the mismatch between
the a and b lattice parameters is slight, we will ap-
proximate the crystal structure by the high tempera-
ture tetragonal structure of LBCO, whose space group is
I4/mmm with a = b = 3.78Å and c = 13.2Å36,37. A con-
sequence of the approximation of the low temperature
crystal structure as tetragonal is that the crystal displays
zone centers at supercell wave-vectors within the pseudo-
tetragonal reciprocal space given by (H2 ,

H
2 , 2N), with H

odd. Neutron scattering measurements were performed
on the ARCS spectrometer at Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory using an incident energy of 60 meV. ARCS is a
time-of-flight chopper spectrometer with large position-
sensitive detector coverage38. Coupled with single crys-
tal sample rotation, the resulting four-dimensional (4D)
neutron data set (three Q dimensions and energy) is
comprehensive and reveals the full complexity of the in-
elastic spectrum below ≈40meV for Ei = 60 meV. Com-
putation reduction and visualization were achieved using
Mantid and Horace respectively39,40.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Energy Dependent Structure to the Dispersive
Magnetic Excitations

Figure 1 shows a representative energy vs. wave-vector
intensity contour at 7 K. This data, and all the data pre-
sented in this paper, have had an empty cryostat data
set subtracted from them in order to better isolate the
crystal signal from the background due to the cryostat.
We discuss this subtraction further in the Supplemental
Material41. This projection of the master 4D data set
employs two integrations. The first is a narrow integra-
tion along < HH̄ >. We couple this with a fairly large
integration along < L >. This ensures we capture the
full 2D magnetic scattering, which is evident as isotropic
rods along < L > (see the ( 1

2 ,
1
2 ) rods in the panels of

Fig. 3). As a result, Fig. 1 displays a series of equiv-
alent 2DMZCs ranging from ( 1

2 ,− 1
2 ) to (− 5

2 ,− 7
2 ). Note

that this measurement does not resolve the incommen-
suration of the magnetic scattering but instead shows
highly dispersive rods of inelastic scattering centered on
equivalent ( 1

2 ,
1
2 ) positions.

We observe clear structure in Fig. 1 as a function of
energy near the 2DMZCs. Focusing on (1

2 ,−
1
2 ), where

the magnetic scattering is strongest and the phonon

FIG. 1. Energy vs. wave-vector neutron intensity map for
La1.965Ba0.035CuO4 showing the scattered neutron intensity
along (H+ 1

2
, H- 1

2
) at 7 K. The data employs a subtraction of

an empty cryostat data set, integration from 0.4 to 0.6 R.L.U.
in < HH̄ > and -4 to 4 R.L.U. in < L >, where R.L.U.
means in units of the reciprocal lattice. The vertical rod-like
features, emanating from ( 1

2
,− 1

2
) and equivalent 2D magnetic

zone centres, are the dispersive magnetic excitations.

scattering is weakest, the scattered intensity is much
greater below ≈19meV than above. We also see con-
siderable enhancement of the ≈19meV scattering, which
is pronounced at higher-|Q| equivalent 2DMZCs, such
as (− 3

2 ,−
5
2 ). We find that this structure develops at the

many positions in Q and energy that correspond to the
crossings of the spin excitations with phonons. - partic-
ularily, the crossing where the low-lying ≈19 meV optic
phonon crosses the 2DMZCs35.

At higher |Q|, we find that this crossing enhancement
grows dramatically in intensity and breadth in both en-
ergy and width along Q. While purely magnetic scat-
tering drops off with increasing |Q| as the square of the
magnetic form factor, phonon intensities scale roughly
as the magnitude of Q squared42. Indeed, we see in
Fig 1. that away from the spin-phonon crossings, the
dispersive rods of magnetic excitations diminish with in-
creasing |Q|, while the phonon-dominated non-magnetic
background increases markedly with |Q|. Therefore, the
large enhancement of the (- 32 ,−

5
2 ) and (- 52 ,−

7
2 ) scatter-

ing near ≈19 meV cannot be purely magnetic in origin.
The enhancement is also surprisingly strong, given the
modest phonon intensities at wave-vectors somewhat re-
moved from these 2DMZCs, suggestive that the optic
phonons near 2DMZCs qualitatively differ from those
away from these wave-vectors.

B. Scattering within the HK and HHL Planes

We take advantage of the 4D nature of our data to
project into another scattering plane. In Fig. 2, we inte-
grate over the same L range as in Fig. 1, but instead we
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FIG. 2. HK reciprocal space maps of the inelastic neutron
scattering from La1.965Ba0.035CuO4, showing the scattered
neutron intensity in the HK plane at 7 K. The data em-
ploys a subtraction of an empty cryostat data set, integra-
tion from -4 to 4 in < L > and an integration of ± 1 meV
in energy about each listed energy. From this projection, the
strong spot-shaped features at 10 meV and 12 meV, centered
at equivalent ( 1

2
, 1
2
) positions, identify the purely magnetic

scattering.

now integrate by ±1 meV in energy to view the scatter-
ing in the HK plane. Beginning with the HK maps at
10 meV and 12 meV (top row of Fig. 2), we can see in-
tense spots of scattering at equivalent 2DMZCs. Again,
note the drop in intensity at equivalent positions with
higher |Q|. Then, by 16 meV, the scattered intensity in-
creases at these 2DMZCs. We emphasize that the scat-
tered intensity at equivalent magnetic wave-vectors with
higher |Q| is now distinguishable from background unlike
at lower energies, which do not correspond to the cross-
ing of spin excitations with phonons. At 18 meV and
20 meV, the scattering at all magnetic positions has in-
creased dramatically in both intensity and breadth in the

FIG. 3. (H + 0.5, H − 0.5, L) reciprocal space maps of the
inelastic neutron scattering from La1.965Ba0.035CuO4 show-
ing the scattered neutron intensity in the HHL plane at 7 K.
The data employs a subtraction of an empty cryostat data
set, integration from -0.1 to 0.1 in < HH̄ > and an inte-
gration of ± 1 meV in energy. From this projection, the
vertical, resolution-limited rods of scattering at 10 meV and
12 meV about ( 1

2
,− 1

2
) and (− 1

2
,− 3

2
) identify the purely mag-

netic scattering. As the phonons begin to contribute at the
higher spin-phonon crossing energies, the scattering increases
substantially in both breadth and intensity.

HK plane - particularily at higher |Q|. By 22 meV, clear
ring-like excitations develop centered on the 2DMZCs.
We identify these rings as arising from optic phonons,
which disperse upwards in energy from a minimum near
19 meV at the equivalent ( 1

2 , 12 ) positions. The scatter-
ing from these phonons is strongest at high |Q| and is
difficult to detect at low |Q|. Moreover, by 22 meV, the
scattered intensity at equivalent 2DMZCs has decreased
and is again strongest at low |Q|.

We can also explicitly look at the L-dependence of
the scattering at equivalent 2DMZCs. Fig. 3 shows
another integration of our 4D data set in energy and
< HH̄ > such that we view reciprocal space maps within
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the HHL plane. At energies below the spin-phonon
crossing, such as 10 meV and 12 meV, magnetic rods
of scattering, indicative of 2D correlations, are identified
only at the low |Q| ( 1

2 ,−
1
2 , L) and (− 1

2 ,−
3
2 , L) wave-

vectors. Between 16-20 meV, these rods of scattering
become stronger and broader within the HK plane and
additional rod-like features appear at equivalent large
|Q| positions, such as (− 3

2 ,−
5
2 , L), similar to the trend

seen in Fig. 2. These results show that the inelastic scat-
tering at 2DMZCs between 16 meV and 20 meV presents
as extended rods of scattering along L, at both relatively
small |Q| positions such as ( 1

2 ,−
1
2 , L), where it would be

expected to be magnetic in origin, and at relatively high
|Q| positions such as (− 5

2 ,−
7
2 , L), where it would be ex-

pected to be mainly due to phonons. This suggests a
quasi-2D composite spin-phonon excitation, wherein the
relevant phonon eigenvectors would couple strongly to
the magnetism in LBCO.

C. Quantitative Analysis of the Spin-Phonon
Crossings and Their Temperature Dependence

Figure 4, shows the temperature dependence of the
energy vs. wave-vector maps over a low |Q| subset of
the map shown in Fig. 1. Data is shown at three tem-
peratures: 7 K, 100 K and 300 K, located in panels a)-c)
respectively. These three data sets have been normalized
so as to be on the same intensity scale. Interestingly, the
structure of the dynamics does not change significantly
upon raising temperature, suggesting that they are in-
dependent of the 2D IC ordering temperatures in the
system. That said, it is also clear that the scattered in-
tensity increases markedly with temperature. However,
this is, to some extent, an expected result, emanating
from the temperature dependence of the Bose factor. As
will become clear, a quantitative analysis is required to
understand the the temperature dependence of the ob-
served spin fluctuations.

A quantitative analysis of the inelastic scattering at
and near the 2DMZCs requires a reliable background es-
timate. We consider two approaches to this issue. One
is to estimate the inelastic background from the inelastic
scattering at low temperatures and low |Q|, both below
the dome of scattering formed by the acoustic phonons,
as well as away from the 2DMZC. This background esti-
mate should be largely |Q| and energy independent and
can be subtracted off of the scattered intensity measured
as a function of energy at the 2DMZC. Another approach
is to use the intensity measured within the basal plane
away from the 2DMZC as an energy-dependent back-
ground. This energy dependent background method al-
lows us to remove the background as well as any phonon
contribution to the scattering with little dispersion and
little |Q| dependence to their intensity. We relegate the
results of this energy-dependent background analysis to

FIG. 4. Energy vs. Wave-vector maps at a) 7, b) 100 and c)
300 K. L has been integrated from -4 to 4 and HH̄ has been
integrated from 0.4 to 0.6, as in Fig. 1.

our supplemental materials41. In both methods, we em-
ploy an additional set of integrations, which instead of
displaying slices of the data, as those shown in Figs. 1-
3, yield effective constant energy and constant-Q cuts
through the data.

We now analyse the inelastic scattering at the 2DMZC
using the background analysis that we described at the
beginning of this subsection. As can be seen in Fig.
4, surrounding the (± 1

2 ,±
1
2 ) peaks are regions of low

scattering intensity, which are bounded by the nearby
acoustic phonons. This scattering is largely comprised
of incoherent scattering and the sample independent ex-
perimental background not captured by the empty cryo-
stat subtraction. We can measure the total background
scattering in these four regions by first integrating from
-4 ≤ L ≤ 4 and -0.1 ≤ H̄H ≤ 0.1. To then obtain the
background scattering in these four background regions
we further integrate in HH from ±0.2 to ±0.35 and ±0.6
to ±0.8. This yields the total background scattering in
these four regions, which we note are quantitatively sim-
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FIG. 5. a) Scattered intensity averaged between areas sur-
rounding ( 1

2
, 1
2
, L) and (− 1

2
,− 1

2
) shown as a function of en-

ergy at T = 7, 300 and 300 K. The data shown is obtained
by integrating from -4 to 4 in L, -0.1 to 0.1 in HH̄ and 0.4
to 0.6 in HH. Data from the averaged regions found by in-
tegrating ±0.2 to ±0.35 in HH and ±0.6 to ±0.8 with -4
≤ L ≤ 4 and -0.1 ≤ H̄H 0.1 has been used as a background.
b) χ′′(h̄ω,Q,T) obtained from a) is also shown for T = 7 K,
100 K and 300 K. c) Difference between 7 and 100 K, 7 and
300 K and 100 and 300 K data sets shown in b). Error bars
represent one standard deviation.

ilar to each other. Given this similarity, we average the
results from these four integrations together, and make
the approximation that this background is a constant
for all energies and Q. Our inelastic scattering signal at
the 2DMZC is then given by effective constant-Q scans
obtained by integrating from -4 to 4 in L, -0.1 to 0.1 in
H̄H and from ±0.4 to ±0.6 in HH, which we average
over the four (± 1

2 ,±
1
2 ) positions and display in Fig. 5

a).

The aforementioned background is then subtracted
from this signal to produce the inelastic scattering func-
tion, S(Q, h̄ω) shown in Fig. 5 a) for 7, 100, and 300 K.
These three temperatures correspond, respectively, to a

FIG. 6. a) χ′′(h̄ω,Q,T) at both Q = ( 1
2
, 1
2
, L), which is also

presented in Fig. 6 a), and (− 1
2
,− 3

2
, L) shown as a function

of energy. The data shown is obtained by integrating from -4
to 4 in L, -0.1 to 0.1 in HH̄ and 0.4 to 0.6 in HH. Data from
the averaged regions found by integrating ±0.2 to ±0.35 in
HH and ±0.6 to ±0.8 with -4 ≤ L ≤ 4 and -0.1 ≤ H̄H 0.1 has
been used as a background. The data has been normalized
to the same scale as that used in Fig. 5 b). b) χ′′(h̄ω,Q,T)
obtained from a) is also shown for T = 7 K, 100 K and 300
K. c) Difference between 7 K and 100 K, 7 K and 300 K and
100 K and 300 K data sets shown in b). This intensity scale
is the same as that used in Fig. 5 c). Error bars represent
one standard deviation.

temperature within the 2D IC AF frozen magnetic state,
a temperature above any 2D IC AF magnetic transitions
relevant to any doping x and representative of the “pseu-
dogap” phase, and a temperature relevant to 3D C AF
magnetic ordering of the parent compound with x = 0,
respectively. S(Q,h̄ω,T) is itself given by the product of
the Bose thermal population factor, n(h̄ω + 1), which is
an analytic function of the ratio of h̄ω to temperature
and enforces detailed balance, and the imaginary part
of the dynamic susceptibility, χ′′(Q, h̄ω, T ). This lat-
ter function is the energy-absorbing part of the dynamic
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susceptibility. It is an odd function of h̄ω and contains
all the physics of the system of interest. Explicitly,

S(Q, ω, T ) = [n(h̄ω) + 1)]× χ′′(Q, ω, T ) (1)

,
where

[n(h̄ω) + 1)] =
1

1− e−
h̄ω

kBT

(2)

With a robust estimate for the background, and know-
ing the temperature, it is then straightforward to isolate
χ′′(Q, h̄ω, T ). In Fig. 5 b) we show the integral in Q
around Q = ( 1

2 ,
1
2 , L), with the same limits of integra-

tion as decribed above for S(Q,h̄ω,T). Fig. 5 b) then
displays this integral of χ′′(Q, h̄ω, T ) as a function of
energy while Fig. 5 c) shows the difference between this
integral of χ′′(Q, h̄ω, T ) for T = 7 and 100 K, for T
= 7 and 300 K and for 100 and 300 K. These results
show that the strong enhancement in the Q-integral of
S(Q,h̄ω) at ≈15 meV and 19 meV is also seen in the
Q-integral of χ′′(Q, h̄ω) around Q = ( 1

2 ,
1
2 , L) at T = 7

K.
A similar analysis was also carried out for the Q =

(- 12 ,−
3
2 , L) 2DMZC, using the same background as for

Q=( 1
2 ,

1
2 , L). This is shown in Fig. 6, where Fig. 6

a) compares the relevant Q-integrated χ′′(Q, h̄ω) from
Q = ( 1

2 ,
1
2 , L) and Q = (- 12 ,−

3
2 , L). We find that the

same enhancement of the inelastic scattering occurs near
15 meV and 19 meV at T = 7 K at both equivalent
2DMZCs, although the 15 meV enhancement is difficult
to resolve when compared to the 19 meV enhancement
at (- 12 ,−

3
2 , L). Similar to Figs. 5 b) and c), Fig. 6 b)

shows the temperature dependence of the Q-integrated
χ′′(Q, h̄ω, T ) at Q=(- 12 ,−

3
2 , L) as a function of energy

while Fig. 6 c) shows the difference between this integral
of χ′′(Q, h̄ω, T ) for T = 7 and 100 K, for T = 7 and 300
K and for 100 and 300 K.

The temperature dependence of the integral of
χ′′(Q, h̄ω, T ) at the Q=( 1

2 ,
1
2 , L) 2DMZC shown in Fig.

5 is striking, as it shows that all of the difference between
this integral at 7 K and 100 K is below ≈ 7 meV, while
that between either 7 K or 100 K and 300 K is below≈ 20
meV. The loss of spectal weight at the 2DMZC on going
from the frozen 2D IC magnetic state to the “pseudo-
gap” state at 100 K is at low energies, while most of
the spectal weight between 7 and 20 meV remains un-
changed. Instead, this 7-20 meV spectral weight dimin-
ishs on a temperature scale set by TN relevant to the
undoped parent compound of LBCO with x = 0. A
similar phenomenology is associated with the integral
of χ′′(Q, h̄ω, T ) at the Q=(- 12 ,−

3
2 , L) 2DMZC shown in

Fig. 6, although the temperature dependent spectral
weight is concentrated more in the 15 - 20 meV regime.

FIG. 7. a) Constant energy cuts of the data using the same
HH andHH̄ integrations as Figs. 5 and 6, but that also use a
very small L integration range. This minimizes contributions
from phonon scattering, especially at the lowest |Q| positions
shown. A spin-wave-like background has been subtracted
from these data sets and data has also been corrected for the
Bose factor, as described in the text. b) The same constant
energy cuts as shown in a), but with each data set normalized
by |Q|2. Error bars represent one standard deviation.

We conclude this section by examining integrals of
χ′′(Q, h̄ω) at wavevectors of the form (n2 ,

n
2 , 0) with n

odd. These are the 2DMZCs such as Q=( 1
2 ,

1
2 , 0) etc.

The significance of these 2DMZCs, with L = 0 is that the
structure factor for all wave-vectors of the form (n2 ,

n
2 , 0)

are identical within the I4/mmm space group. Thus,
the inelastic scattering at these positions should scale
only as |Q|2 if it is due solely to one phonon creation
processes.

Fig. 7 a) shows the integral of χ′′(Q, h̄ω) at such
wave-vectors of the form (n2 ,

n
2 , L), over a small range

of L about 0, namely -0.5 ≤ L ≤ 0.5. This integral
of χ′′(Q, h̄ω) has been corrected for magnetic inelastic
scattering at the (n2 ,

n
2 , 0) positions (whose intensity does

not scale as |Q|2), by fitting the scattering at low ener-
gies (less than 10 meV) and assuming that this mag-
netic strength falls off as h̄ω−1 as is expected for spin
waves43. This correction may underestimate the mag-
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netic contibution at low energies, but the net effect is
to allow χ′′(Q, h̄ω) for the 2DMZC with the smallest
|Q|, (− 1

2 ,−
1
2 , 0), to go to ≈ zero at low energies, as is

expected in the absence of magnetic scattering.
Fig. 7 b) shows the same integral of χ′′(Q, h̄ω) as

shown in Fig. 7 a), but now with intensities scaled by
|Q|2. At large |Q|, such as (− 5

2 ,−
5
2 , 0) and (− 7

2 ,−
7
2 , 0),

where phonon scattering dominates all inelastic scatter-
ing, the χ′′(Q, h̄ω) integrals overlap very well, as is ex-
pected for phonons. However, at (− 1

2 ,−
1
2 , 0), and, to a

considerably lesser extent, (− 3
2 ,−

3
2 , 0), the data deviates

from this |Q|2 scaling. The scattering at the 2DMZCs
correponding to the smallest |Q| displays inelastic spec-
tral weight that is much stronger than that expected
for phonons alone. From this we conclude that there
must be a strong enhancement of the inelastic spectral
weight between 15 meV and 20 meV that is not cap-
tured either by one phonon scattering processes or h̄ω−1

spin-waves. This analysis does not eliminate the possi-
bility of a purely magnetic effect. That said, a hybrid
spin-phonon origin is more plausible, as the enhanced
intensity occurs only at coincidences between the highly
dispersive spin excitations at the 2DMZCs and the more
weakly dispersive phonons. A related effect appears to
occur in superconducting LSCO samples25. Independent
of its origin, the enhancement is clearly a large and sig-
nificant effect.

D. Comparison to Density Functional Theory and
Discussion

The analysis pertaining to Figs. 4-7 reveals a con-
sistent picture of robust enhancement of the inelastic
spectrum at the low energy spin-phonon crossings. It
is therefore important to, at least qualitatively, under-
stand the nature of the relevant phonons involved. To do
this, we turn to density functional theory (DFT) appro-
priate to La2CuO4, whose phonon spectrum should re-
semble that of LBCO with x = 0.035. Calculations were
performed using the density functional perturbation ap-
proach as implemented in the mixed-basis pseudopoten-
tial framework44,45. The calculation was performed in
the tetragonal structure for La2CuO4, with the lattice
constants fixed to a=3.75592, c=13.2275. Internal pa-
rameters (z-positions of La and O4) were optimized to
obtain a force-free geometry. The local density approxi-
mation was used in the same parametrization employed
in Perdew-Wang’s work46. The calculated phonon dis-
persion was obtained by interpolation of dynamical ma-
trices, which were calculated on a 2x2x2 tetragonal mesh.
We note that an instability at the M points in the Bril-
louin zone occurs because the tetragonal structure of
pure La2CuO4 is not stable at low temperature34.

Typical results for these calculations are shown in Fig.
8, where we compare these calculations to their appropri-

FIG. 8. Energy vs. wave-vector maps comparing phonon
calculations to the neutron scattering data. All data sets
integrate in L from -4 to 4 and ±0.1 about HH̄. Panels
a) and b) display the dispersion along (H + 1

2
, H − 1

2
) and

integrate about HH̄ = 0.5, while panels c) and d) showcase
the dispersion along HH. Calculations, shown in panels a)
and c), display calculated phonon intensities, while panels
b) and d) show the corresponding measured data. Panels
a) and c) are normalized to the same calculated arbitrary
intensity scale while panels b) and d) are normalized to the
same measured intensity scale, which is distinct from that
used in panels a) and c).
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FIG. 9. Energy vs L maps of phonon dispersions and inten-
sities from DFT calculations for Q = a) (− 1

2
,− 1

2
, L) and b)

(− 1
2
,− 3

2
, L).

ate neutron scattering counterparts. In Fig. 8 a) and c),
we show the calculated phonon dispersion and intensities
along two parallel wave-vectors: (H + 1

2 , H −
1
2 ) in Fig.

8 a) HH in Fig. 8 c). These results can be compared
with the corresponding neutron scattering data shown
in Fig. 8 b) and d). All the panels in Fig. 8 have the
same integration in < L >, namely -4≤ L ≤4, and both
the measured and calculated intensities are shown on full
intensity scale. To illustrate the phonon dispersion, we
have convolved our calculations with a resolution func-
tion that is narrower than the experimental resolution.
From this, a rather hard comparison between the mea-
sured and calculated phonon spectra can be made.

We note that the DFT calculation does not capture
any magnetic scattering. This can be readily seen as
dispersive spin excitations emanate from the 2DMZCs in
the experiment (Fig. 8 b) and d)), but are absent in the
calculation (Fig. 8 a) and c)). However the DFT calcu-
lation does clearly capture optic phonons that are strong
near 19 meV, and disperse upwards and away from the
2DMZCs, as is seen in the experiment. The strongest
such optic phonon in the field of view for the HH direc-
tion shown in Figs. 8 a) and b), appears just above 20
meV at H = -3, which is the (− 5

2 ,−
7
2 ) position, in both

the calculation and the experiment. These comparisons
between theory and experiment give us confidence that
the DFT calculation is capturing many of the key fea-
tures in the phonon spectrum for LBCO x = 0.035. We
can then use these calculations to understand which op-
tic phonons are participating in the strong enhancement

to the intensity that we observe at the 2DMZCs shown
in Figs. 5-8. We note that at low energies the compar-
ison between calculation and measurement appears less
robust. This is caused by a series of phonon branches
whose minima occur at less than 0 meV, a consequence
of the proximity to a tetragonal to orthorhombic struc-
tural transition in this material.

We now consider the energy vs. L dependence of
the the calculated phonons at two wavevectors consid-
ered in this paper. These are the Q = (− 1

2 ,−
1
2 , L) and

(− 1
2 ,−

3
2 , L) 2DMZCs, shown in Fig. 9 panels a) and

b), respectively. At all values of L, we observe relatively
strong and dispersionless optic phonons near 30 meV,
19 meV and 15 meV, although the calculated phonon
mode with the largest spectral weight and least disper-
sion is the 19 meV mode. Focusing on the (− 1

2 ,−
1
2 , L)

2DZMC, which presents the largest Q2 normalized en-
hancements (see Fig. 7), our DFT calculations show
that the eigenvector for this ≈ 19 meV optic phonon in-
volves atomic displacements that correspond primarily
to oxygen displacements within the Cu-O basal plane.
Moreover, these displacements do not occur for the oxy-
gen within the La-O layers. Such a phonon eigenvector
would be expected to possess a very 2D nature, as the
stretching of relatively weak bonds in the third dimen-
sion are minimal. A similar case can be made for the na-
ture of the optic phonon near 15 meV and the 2DMZC at
(− 1

2 ,−
1
2 , L), although the isolation of the precise eigen-

vector of the 15 meV optic phonon is less robust than is
the case for the 19 meV optic phonon.

DFT calculations show that the eigenvector for this 19
meV mode is similar to a breathing mode of the in-plane
oxygen atoms, centered around the center of the squares
comprised of 4 Cu-O near neighbors, as shown in Fig.
10. While it is unusual for a mode comprised primarily
of the lighter oxygen atoms to have such a low frequency,
we find that the intensities calculated compare very well
with observation, giving us confidence that the calcu-
lated eigenvector is correct (the intensity of the mode in
various zones is strongly dependent upon the eigenvec-
tor). In addition, we note that the oxygen displacements
are towards and away from the empty centers of the Cu-
O squares, which may be responsible for their low fre-
quency. Our calculated structure factor for this mode is
identically zero at Q = (H2 ,

H
2 , 0) (for H an odd integer).

The structure factor for this mode is maximal just off-
axis, at Q = (H2 ,

H
2 + 1, 0). This zone-boundary mode

is qualitatively different from the zone-center mode at
20 meV seen at Q = (HH0). The zone-center mode is
an IR-active mode corresponding to motion of the Cu-O
plane along the Cu-O bond direction47.

These results strongly suggest that the large enhance-
ments in the spectral weight observed at the 2DMZCs
and near 15 meV and 19 meV in LBCO with x =
0.035 result from the confluence of quasi-2D spin fluc-
tuations with quasi-2D optic phonons at the same 2D
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FIG. 10. A depiction of the displacements of the ions in
La2CuO4 for the lightly dispersive ≈ 19 meV phonon eigen-
vector at ( 1

2
, 1
2
, 0). The view is parallel to < 001 >, within

the basal plane, showing the motion within the Cu-O plane.

wave-vectors. As shown in Fig. 7, it is primarily the
lowest |Q| 2DMZC whose intensity deviates most from
the |Q|2 dependence of the scattered intensity seen at
higher |Q|. Therefore, a possible explanation for the ori-
gin of this strong enhancement is hybridization between
the quasi-2D spin fluctuations and quasi-2D phonons.
Such an interpretation would be natural as the atomic
displacements involved in the quasi-2D optic phonons are
such that Cu-O-Cu bonds are stretched and distorted.
Such distortions affect the nature of the strongest Cu-Cu
superexchange pathways in the LBCO system. Indepen-
dent of the precise origin of this resonant enhancement
of the inelastic spectrum in LBCO, it is clear that the en-
ergy scale of these effects, which is ≈200 K, is large and
large enough to play a role in the mechanism underlying
high temperature superconductivity which occurs on the
same temperature scale. However, any firm connection
to superconductivity is lacking at present.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, comprehensive time-of-flight neutron
scattering measurements have observed rich structure
in the energy dependence of the inelastic scattering at
2DMZCs, in particular at those at the lowest-|Q|, such
as ( 1

2 ,
1
2L). This structure presents in the form of strong

enhancements of the spectral weight at several crossings
of highly dispersive spin excitations with relatively dis-
persionless phonons in LBCO with x = 0.035. The mea-
sured enhancements are large and account for as much
as ≈25 % of the spectral weight between 5 meV and 40
meV at the lowest-|Q| 2DMZC.

Modeling the phonons in La2CuO4 with density func-
tional theory allowed us to identify the likely eigenvec-
tors associated with the optic phonons involved in the
enhancements. These phonon modes appear to be quasi-
2D themselves, with appropriate atomic displacements
that could affect the strongest Cu-O-Cu superexchange
pathways.

This robust structure within the excitation spectrum
at the 2DMZCs in LBCO appears on a high energy
scale and therefore is of potential relevance to high tem-
perature superconductivity itself. While the current
study was carried out on a non-superconducting sam-
ple, both the quasi-2D spin fluctuations and the nature
of the phonon spectrum for this material family should
be slowly varying as a function of doping. We also note
that superconducting ground states in LBCO form for
x > 0.05, which is only a modest change in x from the
present sample. Therefore, the reported energy depen-
dence in the 2DMZC spectral weight, resulting from a
confluence of quasi-2D spin fluctuations and quasi-2D
optic phonons, is likely a common feature for a broad
range of concentrations relevant to superconductivity in
the LBCO system.
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